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a b s t r a c t

In this article, a UV sensor that is an appropriate tool for fire detection has been designed and con-
structed. The structure of this UV sensor is an air-filled single-wire detector that is able to operate under
normal air condition. A reflective CsI photocathode is installed at the end of the sensor chamber to
generate photoelectrons in the ion chamber. An electric current is produced by accelerating photo-
electrons to the anode in the electric field. The detector is able to measure the intensity of the incident
UV rays whenever the current is sufficiently high. Therefore, the sensitivity coefficient of this sensor is
found to be 7.67 � 10�6 V/photons/sec.
© 2018 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Forest fires are considered a significant issue all around the
world because of their impact on human life and the environment.
In more detail, the area damaged by fire in five European countries
in the last 35 years (between 1980 and 2014) has been indicated in
Table 1 [1]. The statistical data for other countries can be seen in the
studies by van Lierop et al. and Churches et al. [2,3]. Recently, the
risk of forest fires has increased as a consequence of climate change
and human activity. The most efficient and effective method to
avoid the spread of forest fires is the immediate detection of the
initial flame. Various methods including two main categories are
currently available for flame detection at the beginning of a fire; the
first category is flame detection by the use of an infrared (IR) ra-
diation emission detector; the second is smoke and fire detection
by unaided eyes [4].

To detect IR radiation from a fire, IR detectors are installed in
satellites and small aircraft [5]. It has been proven that this type of
detector has several problems, such as limited detection area,
clouds that act as a barrier to watch for fires, reach of IR detector,

and the high cost of IR cameras. To achieve better and more accu-
rate results than those possible using IR detection, gas detectors are
used. This system detects UV photons emitted from flames; so, it is
more efficient.

Gas detectors operate on the basis of intense electric field gen-
eration in small areas. UV photons enter the device and reach the
photocathode. If photon energy is sufficient to ionize the photo-
cathode, generated electrons are accelerated to anode by intense
electric field. As a result, incident electrons to anode are measured
as the electric current.

In this study, a single-wire structure for UV flame sensors, which
are the most efficient among the numerous types of UV detectors,
has been used [6]. This type of sensor has already been of interest;
for instance, Roger E. Axmark et al. recorded their invention with a
US Patent entitled “Flame Detector Utilizing an Ultraviolet Sensitive
Geiger Tube” in 1967 [7]. This simple structure, used as a UV flame
detector, operates in the GeigereMuller region.

The output pulse amplitude of the GeigereMuller detector is
large. Therefore, this output, produced by simple circuit, can be
used to measure UV photons without any amplifier. However, the
major problem of GeigereMuller detectors is their long dead time.
Therefore, this type of detector is restricted to low count rate (about
103e104 pulses/sec). Moreover, GeigereMuller detectors also have
a limited lifetime. To solve this problem, detectors operated in the
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ionization region instead of in the GeigereMuller region are
proposed.

In comparison with GeigereMuller counters, ion-chamber de-
tectors operate in the current mode, in which there is no dead time
or any lifetime limitation [8]. In addition, to achieve the required

field for a single-wire anode with 0.1-mm diameter, the operating
voltage of the GeigereMuller tubes is about 500e2000 V at the
condition of normal gases at pressures of several tenths of an at-
mosphere [8]. On the other hand, our detector is designed to have
the ability to operate under normal air condition. In addition, no
high voltage (HV) source is required for optimized detector per-
formance. These features have made our designed detector
economically feasible.

The main application of our designed UV detector is determi-
nation of actual fire expansion and intensity, for which

Table 1
Number of fires and burnt area in the five Southern European countries in the last 35 years [1].

Number of fires Portugal Spain France Italy Greecea Total

2014 7 067 9 771 2 778 3 257 552 23 425
Percentage of total in 2014 30% 42% 12% 14% 2% 100%
Average 1980e1989 7 381 9 515 4 910 11 575 1 264 34 645
Average 1990e1999 22 250 18 152 5 538 11 164 1 748 58 851
Average 2000e2009 24 949 18 369 4 418 7 259 1 695 56 690
Average 2010e2014 18 956 13 207 3 416 5 502 1 128 42 209
Average 1980e2014 18 302 15 040 4 735 9 357 1 506 48 940
TOTAL (1980e2014) 640 586 526 390 165 737 327 487 52 696 1 712 896

Burnt areas (ha) Portugal Spain France Italy Greece Total
2014 19 929 46 721 7 493 36 125 25 846 136 114
Percentage of total in 2014 15% 34% 6% 27% 19% 100%
Average 1980e1989 73 484 244 788 39 157 147 150 52 417 556 995
Average 1990e1999 102 203 161 319 22 735 118 573 44 108 448 938
Average 2000e2009 150 101 127 229 22 362 83 878 49 238 432 809
Average 2010e2014 97 964 97 752 8 504 62 911 34 111 301 243
Average 1980e2014 107 077 166 346 25 287 108 873 46 519 454 104
TOTAL (1980e2014) 3 747 705 5 822 123 885 056 3 810 561 1 628 181 15 893 626

a Numbers of fires are incomplete since 2009 [1].

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram. (A) Detector chamber. (B) Cross face of detector.

Table 2
The dimensions of the UV detector components.

Component Material Diameter Height

Chamber Stainless steel (SSL) 5.4 cm 20 cm
Anode Steel 2 mm 15 cm

Fig. 2. (A) Detector chamber. (B) Preamplifier circuit that is located at the end of the cylinder chamber. (C) Amplifier circuit.
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GeigereMuller detectors fail because of their dead time. This de-
tector can be extensively used because of its simple design. Inter-
estingly, the power consumption of this detector is low so that it
can even start to operate with ordinary solar cells (12 V). It is worth
mentioning that we believe that the best method of fire detection is
the simultaneous use of an ionization chamber and a Geigere
Muller detector. This structure is also used to measure the neutron
flux in nuclear reactors, where the BF3 tube and fission production
chamber operate in GeigereMuller and ion-chamber modes,
respectively.

Comparing with the GeigereMuller detector and other kinds of
detectors (proportional types), the designed UV detector has other
advantages in its ability to work under normal air condition (air-
filled single-wire detector) and to work at higher rates.

2. Detector design

To detect UV rays in the range of the UV emission from fires, the
ion-chamber detector is designed and constructed. Fig. 1 provides a
schematic drawing of the UV detector. The detector consists of a
stainless steel cylinder and a direct wire that is located at the center
of the cylinder as the ion chamber and anode, respectively. Table 2
provides information about the dimensions of the detector
components.

As can be seen in Fig.1, the reflective photocathode is installed at
the end of the chamber and connected to the HV (Fig. 2A). Using a
suitable insulator, this photocathode is isolated from the anode that
crossed through the center of the cathode. The photocathode is

made of a cesium iodide compound (CsI) layer placed on a circular
copper substrate with diameter equal to the chamber inner
diameter.

The process of CsI photoionization is described by Equation (1):

hnþ CsI/Csþ þ I þ e� (1)

According to Equation (1), photoelectrons are generated when
UV rays are collected by CsI with the same absorption spectrum as
UV rays emitted from the fire.

2.1. Construction of photocathode

Photocathodes can be constructed as either opaque (reflective)
or semitransparent layers [8]. Each type is used in a specific geo-
metric arrangement. In this study, a reflective photocathode has
been constructed with regard to our detector structure. In a con-
ventional reflective photocathode, the thickness is slightly larger
than the maximum escape depth, and the device is supported by a
thick shielding material.

The procedure used for CsI deposition on a metallic substrate
has several stages. Primarily, a solution consisting of a sufficient
amount of CsI in distilled water is prepared and sprayed over the
preheated copper using a nebulizer, repeatedly. The copper sub-
strate is heated to 60e70�C in each interval to facilitate the evap-
oration of solvent. Finally, a uniform CsI layer is deposited on the
substrate at atmospheric pressure, while there is no need of any
special vacuum equipment. To ensure the uniformity of the
deposited layer, the spraying distance from the substrate should be
kept constant all over its area. Furthermore, the thickness of the
deposited layer can be simply controlled by the number of spraying
and heating cycles [9].

As reported in the studies by Garai Baishali et al. [10] and Sha-
lem [11], the thickness of 300 nm is an appropriate value for con-
ventional reflective photocathodes. Therefore, the parameters of
the CsI are chosen in such a way that a 300-nm CsI layer will be
produced. Moreover, to ensure the uniformity of the CsI layer, the
photocathode layer is analyzed using an accurate microscope. The
observations prove that the layer is uniform.

2.2. Design of electronic circuits

In comparison with GeigereMuller tubes and proportional de-
tectors, this detector's ionization chamber required less applied HV.
Here, the ordinary battery voltage of 12 V is fed to the HV circuit,
and an output voltage of �250 V is generated and applied between
anode and cathode.

To measure the ionization current by counting the photoelec-
trons emitted from CsI in the chamber, an electrical circuit con-
sisting of a preamplifier and amplifier was designed and
constructed. Fig. 2B illustrates the preamplifier circuit, located at
the end of the chamber exactly after the anode. The key factor in the
design of the preamplifier is the minimization of the distance be-
tween the anode and preamplifier, performed to reduce noise.

In the preamplifier, two transistors are used and connected to
each other by Darlington method to amplify the ionization current
by a factor of 104. Then, this amplified current passes through
5:1MU resistance. In the next stage, the voltage across this resis-
tance is amplified by an operation amplifier (Model: LM741A), as
shown in Fig. 2C. The amplification factor of this amplifier is 4:7�
103

�
zR2=R1

�
, set by choosing R1 ¼ 1kU and R2 ¼ 4:7MU.

Therefore, the ratio of the output voltage to the chamber current, or
gain (G), is equal to 230 (mV/pA).

Fig. 3. The measured output voltage versus distance between the candle flame and
detector in normal air.

Fig. 4. Repetition test for 6 times at 2 weeks after photocathode deposition.
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One of the most significant parameters of the detector is the
device sensitivity, which is calculated from the output voltage by
Equation (2):

Vout ¼ I � qe � G� b (2)

where I is the UV radiation intensity (the number of photons
reaching the CsI photocathode per second), qe is the electron charge,
G is the gain of the detector, and b is normal photocathode quantum
efficiency. The value of b is about 20%, approximately [8]. Therefore,
the intrinsic efficiency per photon is Vout

Ið¼1photon=sÞ ¼ 7:76� 10�6.

Fig. 5. The output voltage versus distance between the candle flame and external aperture of the detector chamber at different time intervals from deposition. (A) 4 weeks after
deposition. (B) 6 weeks after deposition. (C) 8 weeks after deposition. (D) 16 weeks after deposition. (E) 20 weeks after deposition. (F) 24 weeks after deposition.
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The efficiency can be calculated from Equation (3):

I ¼ FI0 (3)

where I0 is the total number of photons generated from fire and F is
the efficiency. The efficiency, F, is dependent on the presence of a
solid angle between the detector and flame. The solid angle is ob-
tained from Equation (4):

U ¼ pd2
.
R2 (4)

whereU is a solid angle, d is the detector diameter, and R represents
the distance between the detector and flame. Note that Equation
(4) is valid at d << R.

3. Results and discussion

The performance of the constructed UV sensor was evaluated in
the laboratory by measuring the output voltage needed to detect a
candle flame in different conditions. Fig. 3 illustrates the output
voltage of the circuit that is obtained and repeated three times for
various distances, after photocathode deposition. As can be seen
from Fig. 3, there is a remarkable decrease in the output voltage
over long distance (more than 20 cm), whereas the UV detector is
saturated for short distances (less than 20 cm). For distances more
than 20 cm, the variation of the output voltage is approximately
proportional to 1/R2, where R is the distance of the small flame
from the external aperture of the detector chamber.

To obtain the detector sensitivity, the output voltage is calculated
for the entrance of one photon per second reaching the CsI in the ion
chamber, using Equation (2). Therefore, the sensitivity of this air-
filled single-wire detector is obtained at 7.67 � 10�6 V/photons/
sec for normal photocathode quantum efficiency. The minimum
value of measurable voltage is 10 mV. Thus, the UV sensor should
collect at least 1,350 photons/sec to detect UV radiation of a flame.

In the following, the stability of this device is measured for the
long and short term.

3.1. Short-term stability tests

In the short-term stability test, the new UV sensor is irradiated
six times using a candle flame. After reaching a stabilized state,
within a 20-minute interval, the amount of output voltage is
measured. After stopping the irradiation and waiting a few mi-
nutes, the same process will be repeated generally in six trials. Fig. 4
illustrates the results of the repetition test at 2 weeks after CsI
photocathode deposition. Fig. 4 shows that all results are approx-
imately identical for each of the six times of irradiation measure-
ment. Moreover, the obtained experimental data show the same
trends in all tests (Fig. 4). In other words, the output voltage is
inversely proportional to the square of the distance between the
flame and detector.

3.2. Long-term stability tests

To investigate the stability of the deposited CsI layer over time,
the same detecting procedure was performed on the CsI photo-
cathode at 4, 6, 8, 16, 20, and 24 weeks after deposition. The results

Fig. 6. The output voltage variance at 6-s time intervals (at 2, 4, 6, 8, 16, and 20 weeks after deposition). (A) Distance between the candle flame and detector is 10 cm. (B) Distance
between the candle flame and detector is 20 cm.

Fig. 7. The variance of output voltage in different time intervals at 4, 6, 8, 16, and 20 weeks after deposition. (A) The variance of output voltage for 10 cm between the candle flame
and detector. (B) The variance of output voltage for 20 cm distance between the candle flame and detector.
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Fig. 8. The output voltage variance at 6-s time intervals (at 2, 4, 6, 8, 16, and 20 weeks after deposition) in different distances between the candle flame and detector.
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are shown in Fig. 5, which shows that the output voltage behavior
in terms of the distance is approximately constant at all time
intervals.

Furthermore, to explore the stability of the UV sensor for
different distances between the candle flame and detector, the ion
chamber was irradiated six times at different time intervals. The
value of the output voltage was measured in a stabilized test be-
tween 6-s intervals. Fig. 6 illustrates the variance of the output
voltage at distances of 10 cm and 20 cm. As can be seen in Fig. 6,
there is a decrease of 6.5% at 4 weeks after deposition. This
downward trend is nearly constant at later times.

For further understanding, the output voltage values for dis-
tances of 10 cm and 20 cm at different time intervals after 4 weeks
are measured. The results are shown in Fig. 7. As can be seen from
Fig. 7A and B, the relative responses are less than 3.3% and 1% for
10 cm and 20 cm, respectively. Although there is some fluctuation
in the output voltage, the output voltage for the saturated detector
(R < 20 cm) changed just slightly for different time intervals and
various distances between the flame and detector (i.e., 10 cm and
20 cm). (See Fig. 5). In addition, from Fig. 7, it can be clearly seen
that the CsI photocathode is stable even under the normal air
condition after 4 weeks.

Fig. 8 shows the detector responses at unsaturated distances
(R > 20 cm). As can be seen in Fig. 8, the fluctuation of these data is
greater than the results for the saturated distances. However, the
output voltage is still inversely proportional to the square of the
distance between the flame and detector (See Fig. 5).

4. Conclusions

In this work, a new type of UV sensor based on an ion chamber
has been designed and constructed. In this detector, CsI deposition
on a copper substrate is prepared as reflective photocathode, which
is installed at the end of the ion chamber.

To measure the output of the system, a preamplifier and
amplifier are also designed and constructed.

The main advantage of this constructed detector is its operation
under normal air condition. Moreover, this air-filled single-wire
detector, which has a nonlimited lifetime, works in very high rates.

The results for short- and long-term stability indicate acceptable
repeatability of the UV sensor and show that the output voltage is
proportional to the inverse square of the distance. Moreover, the
output voltage variance is less than 3.3%. As a consequence, a stable

air-filled single-wire detector with a CsI photocathode under
normal air condition is constructed and can also be used in other
fields in industry, such as in glowing torches.
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